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ABSTRACT: Shifting from effect-oriented toward cause-oriented and systemic approaches in sustainable climate change adaptation requires a solid understanding of the climate-related and societal causes behind climate risks. Thus, capturing, systemizing, and prioritizing factors contributing to climate risks are essential for developing cause-oriented climate risk and vulnerability assessments (CRVA). Impact chains (IC) are conceptual models used to capture hazard, vulnerability, and exposure factors that lead to a specific risk. IC modeling includes a participatory stakeholder phase and an operational quantification phase. Although ICs are widely implemented to systematically capture risk processes, they still show methodological gaps concerning, for example, the integration of dynamic feedback or balanced stakeholder involvement. Such gaps usually only become apparent in practical applications, and there is currently no systematic perspective on common challenges and methodological needs. Therefore, we reviewed 47 articles applying IC and similar CRVA methods that consider the cause–effect dynamics governing risk. We provide an overview of common challenges and opportunities as a roadmap for future improvements. We conclude that IC should move from a linear-like to an impact web–like representation of risk to integrate cause–effect dynamics. Qualitative approaches are based on significant stakeholder involvement to capture expert-, place-, and context-specific knowledge. The integration of IC into quantifiable, executable models is still highly underexplored because of a limited understanding of systems, data, evaluation options, and other uncertainties. Ultimately, using IC to capture the underlying complex processes behind risk supports effective, long-term, and sustainable climate change adaptation.
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1. Introduction

With climate change progressing, policy makers and decision-makers are faced with an increasingly pressing need for climate action plans and adaptation strategies. These need to be based on accurate, evidence-based information on the causes and effects of climate change. The importance of focusing on climate change causes was introduced as early as 1987, in the famous United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) Report “Our Common Future” (WCED 1987), recommending a “shift from an effect- towards a cause-oriented approach to environmental policy.”

Climate change risk and vulnerability assessments (CRVA) are one way to provide policy makers with the necessary information. They identify the main risk drivers and inform climate change adaptation (CCA) and disaster risk reduction (DRR) interventions and decision-making.

Concepts and definitions utilized in CRVA are constantly evolving to better meet the challenges of capturing and describing complex real-world processes. Central to this evolution are the conceptualizations of risk and vulnerability, which have recently undergone a consolidation process among the scientific communities (Kienberger et al. 2016). While the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) Third Assessment Report (AR3; IPCC 2001) and IPCC AR4 (IPCC 2007) described assessment frameworks for climate change vulnerability, the Special Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (SREX; IPCC 2012) and IPCC AR5 (see IPCC 2014; Huq et al. 2014) adopted a risk assessment framework for climate change impacts. Other influential and related works include the Crichton’s Risk Triangle (Crichton 1999) the Climate Vulnerability and Capacity Analysis Handbook (Daze et al. 2009) and the Methods for the Improvement of Vulnerability Assessment in Europe (MOVE) framework (Birkmann et al. 2013).
Moreover, other older studies, and more recent ones as well, support the integration of CCA and DRR initiatives with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) to increase resilience (Berkes et al. 2000) while also achieving sustainable development (Morchain and Robrecht 2012; United Nations 2021). The IPCC AR4 (IPCC 2007) defined risk as consisting of vulnerability and exposure, with vulnerability described as “a function of the character, magnitude, and rate of climate change and variation to which a system is exposed, its sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity.” In 2014, the IPCC AR5 adopted the risk concept from the DRR community, which understands risk as the interaction of vulnerability, exposure, and hazard.

The particular CRVA method we review here is described in the Vulnerability Sourcebook (Fritzsche et al. 2014), and its supplements (Zebisch et al. 2017), as well as in Zebisch et al. (2021). Throughout this article, we will refer to it as the impact chain (IC) method. IC is a young method with several recent international applications (e.g., Becker et al. 2014; Kabisch et al. 2014; Kienberger et al. 2016; Lückerath et al. 2018; Rome et al. 2019, 2018; Schneiderbauer et al. 2020). It is a mixed-methods approach that is strictly oriented toward its suitability for adaptation planning and allows the integration of different data sources and participatory appraisals. It presents step-by-step guidelines for assessing complex risk systems and offers the opportunity to integrate intermediate risks and impacts (Zebisch et al. 2021). The IC method was first developed by Schneiderbauer et al. (2013) to assess climate vulnerability in the Alps. In 2014, the concept was catalyzed and integrated into the Vulnerability Sourcebook on climate vulnerability assessments in the context of international cooperation (Fritzsche et al. 2014) and has since been applied in numerous studies evaluating the vulnerabilities/risks related to climate change. The IC method also provided the conceptual basis for Germany’s national climate vulnerability assessment (Buth et al. 2017) and climate risk assessments in the context of ecosystem-based adaptation (Hagenlocher et al. 2018). The IC method is now partially covered in the International Organization for Standardization 14092 standard (International Organization for Standardization 2019), which provides step-by-step guidelines for CRVA.

The IC method is a conceptual framework used to capture the most relevant factors contributing to a specific risk. It structures the risk factors based on the IPCC AR5 risk definition, dividing risk into the hazard, exposure, and vulnerability factors (IPCC 2014; Huq et al. 2014). As exemplarily shown in Fig. 1, the IC is always focused on the risk stemming from a specific hazard (e.g., excessively high temperature). Exposure factors usually refer to a specific sector or a group of affected people (e.g., smallholder farmers) in a specific geographical setting. The intermediate impacts usually affect biophysical elements (i.e., primarily related to the hazard component), successively leading to the final human-centered risk. The vulnerability factors represent the nonclimatic dimensions that either increase or decrease the risk for the exposed sector or people.
group. Determining the most influential vulnerability factors is key to a meaningful, context-specific IC and requires local knowledge and a profound understanding of the individual driving forces (Fritzsche et al. 2014; Zebisch et al. 2017).

Users of the Vulnerability Sourcebook follow a stepwise process, which is exemplified in Fig. 2. It starts with a participatory, qualitative phase, delineating the principal risk factors and continues with an operational phase, quantifying them through indicators. During the participatory phase, ICs are usually developed jointly with stakeholders such as policymakers and decision-makers, experts and/or users in participatory workshops (Becker et al. 2014; Greiving et al. 2015; Kabisch et al. 2014; Kienberger et al. 2016; Lücke et al. 2018; Rome et al. 2019; Schneiderbauer et al. 2020). Including a diverse group of stakeholders is intended to cover a wide area of knowledge and provide location-specific insider information and data. Including stakeholders is also intended to spark mutual learning, build trust, and increase capacities for planning adaptation measures. Stakeholder knowledge is usually captured through workshops, where the workshop participants determine, systemize, and prioritize the factors that contribute to the risk under consideration. The results of the participatory phase serve as a reference framework to translate risk factors into indicators. For each indicator, (spatial) data are retrieved wherever possible. The indicator data are usually normalized, aggregated, and weighted, as suggested in Zebisch et al. (2017), allowing to combine information related to the hazard, exposure, and vulnerability components into a single risk indicator. This result yields location-dependent risk scores that are presented alongside the narrative results from discussions, interviews, and other relevant workshop outcomes. This should enable the identification of priority areas for adaptation interventions (Zebisch et al. 2021).

We review the IC method within the context of the project “Unpacking climate impact chains. A new generation of action- and user-oriented climate change risk assessments (UNCHAIN)” (https://www.unchain.no), which was launched in 2019. The projects central research objectives are the improvement of the IC method through a range of innovations. These include standardized procedures for integrating a dynamic, rather than static, representation of risk and its contributing factors. Furthermore, the project develops standardized procedures for knowledge coproduction through stakeholder participation for integrating indirect and transnational impacts, socioeconomic scenarios, and uncertainties. This paper focuses on the handling of the dynamics and cause–effect relationships between risk factors, both in past applications of the IC method, as well as in other, similar CRVA applications. Similar CRVA applications include qualitative and quantitative approaches, as well as combinations of both. We
expect qualitative approaches to share conceptual similarities with the participatory phase of the IC method, while we expect quantitative approaches to have similarities with the operational assessment phase. Both IC phases currently show methodological gaps concerning a dynamic representation of risk. These gaps might be closed in future scientific work by incorporating methods and solutions from related approaches. The result of our review is a shared knowledge base for researchers and models. We are particularly interested in respective application contexts and the challenges and limitations experienced by users. We are also interested in the opportunities users see in IC and related CRVA to carve out possible future development pathways for the IC method. Further improving and refining the IC method is intended to facilitate even more targeted and sustainable climate change adaptation that addresses causes of risk.

As part of the UNCHAIN project, we herein review scientific literature describing past IC applications and similar CRVA applications that include cause–effect risk dynamics. While the IC method has been widely applied (e.g., Becker et al. 2014; Kabisch et al. 2014; Kienberger et al. 2016; Lückerath et al. 2018; Rome et al. 2019, 2018; Schneiderbauer et al. 2020; Zebisch et al. 2021), a thorough review does not exist to date. By doing this, we follow the suggestion of Zebisch et al. (2021) to move from relatively linear and sectoral impact chains to “impact webs, which include feedback relations and cross-connections.” We understand cause–effect risk dynamics in this context as the idea that risk factors create a system whose elements share cause–effect relationships. This means changes in one part of the system can impact other parts of the system (Dilling et al. 2015), a factor that has received little attention so far in risk/vulnerability assessments (Jurgilevich et al. 2017). In past IC applications, risk factors were considered to influence the final risk, but not each other. We want to move from this understanding toward an understanding where the risk contributing factors influence the final risk and each other, thus forming an impact web. The challenge of integrating cause–effect dynamics into risk and vulnerability assessments has also been addressed by, for example, Jurgilevich et al. (2017) and Ford et al. (2018).

2. Methods: Literature review

The identification of scientific literature consisted of two parts:

(i) A focused search for IC applications: Because of the specific focus of this review, we manually added particularly relevant articles involving ICs by contacting IC users associated with the UNCHAIN project. These articles are highlighted in the results section to maintain workflow transparency.

(ii) Querying online databases for CRVA applications that include risk dynamics: For the literature selection and evaluation, we applied the same procedure as Haddaway et al. (2015), which is based on Dawkins et al. (2019), who present guidelines for a systematic literature review. The applied procedure consisted of four steps (shown in Fig. 3 and described in more detail below) to reduce selection biases, increase transparency, consistency, reproducibility, and procedural objectivity.

Step 1 of part ii consists of specifying inclusion and exclusion criteria and identifying key terms to query scientific databases (see Fig. 3). Step 2 involves querying scientific databases based on key terms: The online databases Scopus (https://www.scopus.com/) and Web of Science (https://apps.webofknowledge.com/) were considered adequate because of their large collection of peer-reviewed literature on the social and environmental sciences (Landauer et al. 2015). The search had no restrictions on the year of publication and was conducted in December 2019. We did not include gray literature because of the large number, differing quality, extent, and often poor indexing (e.g., deliverables from national, European, and international research projects) and to keep the workflow transparent and reproducible. Steps 3a and 3b involve collecting metadata and abstracts for all matching articles and screening them against the inclusion and exclusion criteria. As shown in Fig. 4, the database queries returned 232 unique articles. The abstract screening left 62 articles that fulfilled all prerequisites (see the appendix for a detailed overview of the selection decisions). In step 4, we coded the articles for application contexts, methods employed, key challenges, and opportunities in the text analysis software MAXQDA.

Fifty-three articles were retrieved as full text, and nine were inaccessible. Twelve articles were excluded during the coding phase. Six were additionally added as a result of the focused search on IC applications. This resulted in a total of 47 reviewed articles. To ensure the systematic extraction of information, all texts were evaluated on the basis of a coding scheme, which differentiated application contexts, methods used, information sources, and challenges and opportunities. The online supplemental material contains a spreadsheet with detailed information on the 47 articles and these aspects of the coding scheme. Articles that were found unfitting during the coding phase were tagged as such and removed.

Table 1 shows the research questions (RQ) in which we were interested. We did not predetermine the categories/definitions; rather, they emerged from a circular learning process during the reading and coding phase.

Step 3 involves querying scientific databases based on key terms: The online databases Scopus (https://www.scopus.com/) and Web of Science (https://apps.webofknowledge.com/) were considered adequate because of their large collection of peer-reviewed literature on the social and environmental sciences (Landauer et al. 2015). The search had no restrictions on the year of publication and was conducted in December 2019. We did not include gray literature because of the large number, differing quality, extent, and often poor indexing (e.g., deliverables from national, European, and international research projects) and to keep the workflow transparent and reproducible. Steps 3a and 3b involve collecting metadata and abstracts for all matching articles and screening them against the inclusion and exclusion criteria. As shown in Fig. 4, the database queries returned 232 unique articles. The abstract screening left 62 articles that fulfilled all prerequisites (see the appendix for a detailed overview of the selection decisions). In step 4, we coded the articles for application contexts, methods employed, key challenges, and opportunities in the text analysis software MAXQDA.

Fifty-three articles were retrieved as full text, and nine were inaccessible. Twelve articles were excluded during the coding phase. Six were additionally added as a result of the focused search on IC applications. This resulted in a total of 47 reviewed articles. To ensure the systematic extraction of information, all texts were evaluated on the basis of a coding scheme, which differentiated application contexts, methods used, information sources, and challenges and opportunities. The online supplemental material contains a spreadsheet with detailed information on the 47 articles and these aspects of the coding scheme. Articles that were found unfitting during the coding phase were tagged as such and removed.

Table 1 shows the research questions (RQ) in which we were interested. We did not predetermine the categories/definitions; rather, they emerged from a circular learning process during the reading and coding phase.

3. Results

a. Contextual and background information (RQ 1.1–1.4)

RQ 1.1 is geographical distribution. The reviewed CRVAs have a geographical bias toward European, and, to a lesser extent, toward African and Asian countries (Fig. 5). The United Kingdom stands out in particular, with 10 applications focusing on it.

RQ 1.2 is assessment scale. As shown in Fig. 6, the assessments are very heterogeneous, with about one-half of them focusing on various subnational scales and the other one-half focusing on a national scale or above. CRVA applications dealing with the critical risk of infrastructure failure predominantly focused on single assets, for example, dam or bridge failure (Dikanski et al. 2016; Evans et al. 2018; Fluix-Sammartín et al. 2019) or infrastructure networks (Pant et al. 2016). Subnational-scale assessments focusing on water
access/availability and/or quality were the most common (Caniglia et al. 2016; Kabisch et al. 2014; Moglia et al. 2013; Schneiderbauer et al. 2020; Sperotto et al. 2019).

RQ 1.3 is assessed hazards. The analysis of the type of hazards assessed showed a range of results, spanning climate hazards (e.g., storms or droughts) and secondary climate impacts (e.g., water quality deterioration) on different levels of hierarchy (e.g., changed precipitation patterns versus coastal erosion). Figure 7 shows the number of times a hazard or impact has been addressed within the reviewed articles. With over 20 applications, storm surges and (coastal) floods ranked first, followed by droughts. Over 10 articles address climate change-related hazards without further specification.

RQ 1.4 is risk concepts. Figure 8 shows that the concept that the CRVA define as risk is not consistent throughout all articles. The risk concept promoted in the IPCC AR4 (vulnerability plus hazard) and the IPCC AR5 definition (vulnerability, exposure, and hazard) have been used in parallel since the IPCC AR5 launch in 2014. This conceptualization is widely covered in articles, but it has not yet completely replaced its predecessor. However, the greater share of reviewed articles does not refer to any of the IPCC promoted definitions (“other/none mentioned”). For example, some articles conceptualize risk as the consequences arising from crossing a limit, such as the risk of failure of a single piece of critical infrastructure, for example, dams or bridges (Dikanski et al. 2016; Fluix-Sanmartín et al. 2019; Thacker et al. 2018; Tonmoy and El-Zein 2013).

b. Which information sources were used in combination with which dynamics-focused methods? (RQ 2)

The reviewed articles employed a broad range of different methods, which we assigned to three methods clusters: 1) IC-based approaches, 2) qualitative models of cause and effect, and 3) quantitative models and simulations. However, few of the reviewed CRVA approaches were purely
qualitative or purely quantitative. When articles described a mix of methods, we assigned them to both clusters 2 and 3. Articles that applied the IC method as described in the Vulnerability Sourcebook were assigned to cluster 1. The commonality of the articles clustered in qualitative models of cause and effect was that they detailed their knowledge creation process of cause and effect. The commonality of the articles clustered in quantitative models and simulations was that they included any kind of quantitative calculation. The logic behind classifying the methods into a specific cluster was adapted from Kelly et al. (2013), Ouyang (2014), and Jurgilevich et al. (2017).

Furthermore, we identified four groups of information sources: 1) extensive literature research and reviews; 2) modeled data, usually used to integrate possible future developments or to fill data gaps; 3) measured or surveyed quantitative data; and 4) expert and stakeholder knowledge, acquired through workshops, interviews or surveys. Figure 9 shows the combinations of methods and information sources and the number of times that they were applied.

The following paragraphs will provide an overview of the method clusters and their information sources.

1) IMPACT CHAIN-BASED APPROACHES: SPATIALLY EXPLICIT, INDICATOR-BASED ASSESSMENTS WITH PARTICIPATORY KNOWLEDGE CREATION

Articles classified as “IC-based approaches” followed the assessment steps described in the Vulnerability Sourcebook. The participatory phase includes workshops with experts, stakeholders and/or affected communities, supported by information from existing literature, models, maps, graphics, etc. The operational phase is usually a spatially explicit, indicator-based assessment aiming to highlight geographic areas of high risk. This phase is informed by the outcomes of the participatory phase, measured or surveyed data, and modeled data. The IC-based papers were identified through the focused search and included Hussain (2014), Becker et al. (2014), Kienberger et al. (2016), Kabisch et al. (2014), Lückerath et al. (2018b), Rome et al. (2018), Rome et al. (2019), and Greiving et al. (2015).

2) QUALITATIVE MODELS OF CAUSE AND EFFECT: UNDERSTANDING SYSTEM LINKS THROUGH SHARED KNOWLEDGE

Articles focusing on the qualitative representation of cause and effect typically employed methods similar to those implemented in the participatory phase of the IC. As shown in Fig. 9, most articles integrated expert and/or stakeholder knowledge. The second most employed information source involved existing literature, while measured, surveyed, and modeled data played a minor role.

The employed methods show conceptual similarities with the IC method and include inter alia deterministic graphs (Lissner et al. 2012), causal loop diagrams (Olabisi et al. 2018; Tommey and El-Zein 2013), network flowcharts (Yokohata et al. 2019), fuzzy cognitive maps (Romero-Lankao and Norton 2018), causal chains/loops (Anandhi et al. 2018), or impact chains/

For example, Romero-Lankao and Norton (2018) developed fuzzy cognitive maps in collaboration with stakeholders, a technique similar to the IC method or causal loop diagrams used to display and acquire causal knowledge. They analyzed the interdependencies that mediate the cascading negative consequences on people of food–energy–water systems triggered by flooding events in Boulder, Colorado.

For example, Romero-Lankao and Norton (2018) developed fuzzy cognitive maps in collaboration with stakeholders, a technique similar to the IC method or causal loop diagrams used to display and acquire causal knowledge. They analyzed the interdependencies that mediate the cascading negative consequences on people of food–energy–water systems triggered by flooding events in Boulder, Colorado.

TABLE 1. Our research questions (RQ), including the coded categories along with their definitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indexing</th>
<th>Research questions</th>
<th>Categories/definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ 1.1</td>
<td>How were the reviewed CRVA distributed geographically?</td>
<td>National level (referring to a country or nation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ 1.2</td>
<td>On which sectors and administrative scales were they focused?</td>
<td>Sectors: agriculture, food security; critical infrastructure; environment, urban living; water; multiple/administrative scales: global (involving the whole world), transnational (extending beyond national boundaries), national (referring to a nation or country), subnational (relating to a region or group within a nation), agglomeration/city (large, densely populated area), and local (relating to a town or other comparatively small district)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ 1.3</td>
<td>Impacts from which hazards were assessed?</td>
<td>Water related (e.g., storm surges and flooding); temperature related (e.g., heat waves and cold spells)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ 1.4</td>
<td>How was risk conceptualized?</td>
<td>IPCC 3 and 4, IPCC 5, other, or none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ 2</td>
<td>Which information sources were used in combination with which dynamics-focused methods?</td>
<td>Information sources: experts/stakeholders, measured or surveyed data, modeled data, extensive literature review/methods: impact chains, qualitative models of cause and effect (e.g., causal loop diagrams), and quantitative models and simulations (e.g., system dynamics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ 3</td>
<td>What challenges, methodological gaps, and opportunities were experienced with different methods?</td>
<td>Relating to stakeholder involvement, cause-effect identification, quantification of system elements and interrelations, communication of concepts and results, data gaps, and evaluation and validation options</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. The number of articles per geographic location.
Olabisi et al. (2018) developed causal loop diagrams in a series of stakeholder workshops to identify sources of climate risk in different parts of West Africa. Kang and Park (2018) identified trends in climate change risk indicators by using network analysis fed by text-mining results from South Korean newspaper articles published over the course of 24 years. Their results provided policy response and urban planning implications to reduce climate change risk in South Korea. Deborfoli et al. (2018) used network analysis, fed by information extracted from literature, to assess the vulnerability of Inuit communities in the Canadian Arctic.

3) QUANTITATIVE MODELS AND SIMULATIONS: PROJECTIONS OF RISK THROUGH DATA AND NUMBERS

This cluster includes articles focusing on quantitative models, simulations, and scenario-based approaches. This encompasses a broad range of approaches, including system dynamics-based

![FIG. 6. Assessment scales ranged from global to individual pieces of infrastructure. Most articles assessed risk on a subnational scale, followed by national and transnational scales. Few articles also assessed risk on the city level.](image)

![FIG. 7. The hazards and/or climate impacts with which the reviewed articles were concerned. More than 20 articles dealt with storm surges and/or (coastal) floods, followed by droughts.](image)
approaches (Gies et al. 2014; Tonmoy and El-Zein 2013), economic theory–based approaches (Bierkandt et al. 2014; Lapola et al. 2018; Reilly et al. 2013; Steininger et al. 2016; Thacker et al. 2018), and Bayesian networks (Moglia et al. 2013; Sperotto et al. 2019) or agent-based approaches (Bierkandt et al. 2014). Surveyed and measured data were the most used information sources, followed by modeled data. A few applications also integrated an extensive literature review, while expert and stakeholder knowledge was seldom utilized. In these articles, the process of determining cause–effect relationships was not necessarily the central element. This means the cause–effect knowledge acquisition process is not discussed with the same level of detail in every article. Instead, these articles focused more on the quantification of risk. For example, Steininger et al. (2016) evaluated impact chains where impact models were already available or could be meaningfully transferred instead of generating impact chains from scratch. Gies et al. (2014) developed a system dynamics model coupled with a hydrologic model using historical weather data and literature research to support drought adaptation policies at the Horn of Africa. Pant et al. (2016) established a national vulnerability assessment framework for interdependent infrastructure in the United Kingdom using interdependent network representations of key critical components and their interactions at local and national scales.

c. What challenges, methodological gaps and opportunities were experienced with different methods? (RQ 3)

We identified six core challenges, methodological gaps, and opportunities (which are shown in Fig. 10) and will be reported on in sections 3c(1)–3c(6). The first three of them relate predominantly to the cluster qualitative models of cause and effect: 1) involving stakeholders and experts, 2) identifying cause–effect relationships governing risk, and 3) communicating concepts and results. The other three relate predominantly to the cluster quantitative models and simulations. These are 4) quantifying system elements and interrelations, 5) data gaps, and 6) lacking evaluation options. Impact-chain-based approaches, as mixed-methods approaches, report challenges and opportunities pertaining to all aforementioned points and are integrated into each of the six subsections.

1) INVOLVING STAKEHOLDERS AND EXPERTS: IT IS UNDOUBTEDLY ESSENTIAL BUT IT COMES WITH FLAWS

Four of the six IC-application articles mentioned challenges with regard to the participatory involvement of experts and stakeholders. Regular involvement throughout all research phases is time and resource intensive (Greiving et al. 2015; Schneiderbauer et al. 2020) and a diverse group of stakeholders likely has diverging interests and different opinions on the relationships between risk factors (Schneiderbauer et al. 2020). Furthermore, the communication of limitations, uncertainties, and terms and concepts to inexperienced people is described as challenging (Kienberger et al. 2016). Another point to consider is that an IC developed in a group only represents this group’s view of risk contributing factors and cause–effect relationships and not necessarily reality (Lückerath et al. 2018). However, the integral role of stakeholder involvement is never challenged, and four papers explicitly list the opportunities of stakeholder involvement, which include the increased legitimacy of results (Kienberger et al. 2016) and the increased self-awareness and ownership through discussions with others (Kabisch et al. 2014).

Six articles from the “qualitative models of cause and effect” cluster mention challenges relating to stakeholder and expert participation. They emphasize that stakeholders are likely to focus primarily on their system of interest rather than
considering a larger perspective, including interconnections and indirect effects \cite{Romero-Lankao2018, Tsavdaroglou2018}. Therefore, it is important to involve stakeholder groups covering all relevant perspectives \cite{Greiving2015}. Furthermore, possible subjectivity, limited knowledge, and limited experience among stakeholders and experts must be kept in mind and compensated for wherever possible \cite{Tsavdaroglou2018, Greiving2015, Moglia2013}.

Five articles mention stakeholder and expert knowledge as an opportunity to validate results and reduce uncertainty, for example, in combination with data- or literature-driven assessments \cite{Kang2018}. Moreover, stakeholder knowledge can be employed to verify which adaptation measures would be realistic, feasible, and desired by the communities, which could potentially lower the barriers between research outputs and adaptation action implementation \cite{Greiving2015, Debortoli2018}. Additionally, the range of perspectives coming from a heterogeneous group of stakeholders is perceived as an intermediate goal and valuable outcome per se \cite{Hussain2014}. Lozoya et al. \cite{Lozoya2015} call for stakeholder participation as an important condition for successful risk management, while Romero-Lankao and Norton \cite{Romero-Lankao2018} refer to stakeholder participation as a good means to prepare for and mitigate the impacts of future extreme events.

2) IDENTIFYING CAUSE–EFFECT RELATIONSHIPS BEHIND RISK: WORKING WITH WHAT WE KNOW

A variety of challenges pertain to the identification of the most relevant system elements and their cause–effect relationships, which cannot always be clearly deduced due to insufficient knowledge of the system \cite{Kabisch2014, Kang2018, Schneiderbauer2020}. The extent to which this limited insight and understanding of the system poses a problem depends on the purpose of the analysis. On the one hand, if a better general understanding of a system is the objective, ICs can be developed despite knowledge about their limitations \cite{Kabisch2014}. On the other hand, complex systemic interrelations (e.g., transboundary or multi-risks) are sometimes simply neglected or heavily simplified \cite{Espada2015, Distefano2018, Steininger2016}.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{impact-chain-based-approrches}
\caption{Impact-chain-based approaches use a balanced mix of modeled data, measured data, or surveyed data and expert/stakeholder involvement, as shown here. An extensive literature review is only once mentioned specifically. The articles that we assigned to the cluster “qualitative models of cause and effect” primarily make use of stakeholder/expert involvement, followed by extensive literature reviews. Modeled and measured/surveyed data are only rarely used. The biggest cluster “quantitative models and simulations” shows the opposite: Measured/surveyed and modeled data are heavily used, whereas stakeholder/expert involvement and extensive literature reviews are the exception.}
\end{figure}
3) COMMUNICATING CONCEPTS AND RESULTS: NOT MAKING IT TOO COMPLICATED

The primary potential of all three method clusters is the communication of concepts and results because CRVA results usually provide a direct link to tangible vulnerability and risk factors (e.g., Hedrich et al. 2016; Schneiderbauer et al. 2020) and/or adaptation strategies (e.g., Becker et al. 2014; Dawson et al. 2018; Hedlund et al. 2018; Kabisch et al. 2014; Sperotto et al. 2019).

However, terms and concepts associated with methodological frameworks can be unintuitive when newly introduced (Kienberger et al. 2016) or unclear when they are used differently within different communities (such as the risk definition in the DRR and CCA communities) (Greiving et al. 2015).

Concisely presenting the cause-effect relationships that lead to a final risk is difficult when there are many relationships to consider (Becker et al. 2014). However, Yokohata et al. (2019) found that structuring cause-effect relationships into natural, socioeconomic, and human systems was a good means to increase the stakeholders' understanding of the potential future risks related to their field of activity. The visual representations of ICs are valued as easily understandable conceptual models of the identified relationships, enabling adaptation planning and increasing awareness (Hussain 2014). However, once the represented number of interrelations from risk processes increases too much, the visual representation can be counterproductive and, thus, the IC should be kept simple (Kabisch et al. 2014). Moreover, Becker et al. (2014) recognize geographical information systems (GIS) as a valuable participatory instrument for representing and discussing different vulnerability factors or suitable indicators or as a platform for visualizing and monitoring vulnerability results. Two further challenges are that ICs represent conditions at a given time and are thus unable to integrate dynamic feedback loops (Schneiderbauer et al. 2020) and that they are often very context-specific and therefore cannot be generalized to other settings (Kabisch et al. 2014).
4) QUANTIFICATION OF SYSTEM ELEMENTS AND INTERRELATIONS

Most of the challenges associated with quantifying system elements and interrelations found within the articles that focus on quantitative models and simulations.

When the assessments aim to estimate future costs and monetary losses and damages, factors that contribute to risk might be discarded due to insufficient knowledge or data, despite understanding their importance. For example, Steininger et al. (2016) assessed the potential economic impacts of climate change across many sectors in Austria. However, insufficient knowledge of the impact fields of human health and ecosystems/biodiversity resulted in their exclusion from a macroeconomic model. According to them, one reason for these shortcomings is the lack of available researchers specialized in the respective impact fields “who can specify impact chains and develop and apply the respective impact models.”

Complexity significantly increases when assessing several interrelated climate change risks or affected sectors simultaneously (Harrison et al. 2016; Terzi et al. 2019). Dawson (2018) explores the handling of interdependencies between climate change risks using a systems approach. In his study, he explains how interactions between climate hazards, physical processes operating over long distances, and shared climatic and nonclimatic drivers can impact risk while stressing that there can be no “one size fits all” approach.

5) DATA GAPS: THEY ARE GETTING BETTER BUT DATA OF THE FUTURE ARE A CHALLENGE

Although the availability and quality of projected climate and hazard scenario data is constantly improving, methodological gaps and uncertainties with regard to the future development of vulnerability and exposure prevail. This is because vulnerability and exposure are not bound to physical laws and follow shorter-term dynamics, which renders them difficult to predict over the long term. The result is that projections for long-term demographic, socioeconomic developments and intersectoral interactions are sometimes neglected in CRVA due to a lack of data (Rome et al. 2019; Schwarze 2015). However, understanding vulnerability and exposure, their interrelations, and how they might develop in the future are key to understanding future climate risk.

One opportunity is the integration of socioeconomic scenarios into the assessment. They provide possible pathways for future developments based on major driving forces and possible impacts (Schweizer and Kurniawan 2016). Twenty-five of the reviewed articles applied climate scenario(s), while 18 applied socioeconomic scenarios, mostly for future exposure conditions. However, while the emerging abundance of climate scenarios, socioeconomic, land-use and demographic scenarios offer new opportunities, Steininger et al. (2016) note the difficulty of choosing the most appropriate among a growing range of scenarios and the difficulty of comparing studies that applied differing scenarios.

Another prevailing bottleneck is the availability of, and access to, reliable data for quantitative CRVA (Becker et al. 2014; Deborlorti et al. 2018; Gies et al. 2014). Especially spatially explicit CRVA are challenged by incomplete or inconsistent data, such as heterogeneous spatial scales (Anandhi et al. 2018; Becker et al. 2014), the collection and assembly of high-resolution, national-scale data (Thacker et al. 2018), or denied access (Rome et al. 2019). Consequently, aspects that cannot be captured due to missing data tend to be disregarded despite their integral role in the system (Kienberger et al. 2016), thus limiting the quality and validity of the assessment.

6) LACKING EVALUATION AND VALIDATION OPTIONS: HOW DOES ONE EVALUATE SOMETHING THAT HAS NOT HAPPENED YET?

The limited possibility to evaluate and validate CRVA results is recognized as the main factor hindering the identification and quantification of risk factors and their dynamic cause–effect relationships. Many CRVA results cannot be evaluated or validated (yet) because they aim to estimate the risk level at the middle or end of the twenty-first century. Consequently, a general lack of methods and schemes to evaluate and validate future risks prevails (Becker et al. 2014; Hussain 2014).

The missing impact data is caused by a lack of evaluations of past (economic) impacts, especially for the validation of indirect costs, as “wider economic impacts after a disaster are usually not well documented” (Dottori et al. 2018) or, as Koks et al. (2019) point out for Europe, are “lacking almost completely.” This neglect results from the cost and resource intensity of collecting such data and a lack of strategies to quantify indirect impacts (Koks et al. 2019) and factors of nonmonetary value (Thacker et al. 2018). The adverse impacts of biodiversity loss and the impairment of ecosystem services are particularly difficult to estimate since these impacts are both indirect and not meaningfully expressible in monetary terms (Lapola et al. 2018; Schwarze 2015).

With little means to validate CRVA results relating to future risks, several authors warn of the underestimation of future costs and impacts (Lapola et al. 2018; Schweizer and Kurniawan 2016; Sperotto et al. 2019; Thacker et al. 2018; Tsavdaroglou et al. 2018). If true costs tend to be underestimated, they cannot be meaningfully compared with the costs and benefits of adaptation options (Thacker et al. 2018). Another challenge lies in the comparability of assessment results since comparable information is often unavailable, for example, on existing adaptation measures (Tsavdaroglou et al. 2018).

As an opportunity, Tapia et al. (2017) suggest evaluating adaptation measures that are already in practice to build a better evidence base. Furthermore, narrative examples of the connection between risk and vulnerability from historical events can promote an understanding of the linkages between climate risks, which in turn provides a better understanding of a particular risk.

4. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the lessons learned from previous IC applications and whether and how the opportunities
identified in the reviewed literature can fill the IC’s methodological gaps. The discussion is structured into two sections: section 4a discusses which lessons learned can be used to improve the participatory phase, and section 4b discusses how the operational phase can be improved.

a. Improving IC’s participatory phase

The articles clustered as qualitative models of cause and effect showed that a range of methods already offer solutions to integrate cause–effect dynamics into IC, such as causal loop diagrams (Olabisi et al. 2018; Tommoy and El-Zein 2013) or similar approaches, for example, deterministic graphs (Lissner et al. 2012) and fuzzy cognitive maps (Romero-Lankao and Norton 2018). The most common knowledge and information source in the qualitative CRVA were stakeholders and experts. Involving them throughout the whole research process, and keeping them engaged, requires time and commitment (Greiving et al. 2015; Schneiderbauer et al. 2013). However, their involvement offers the opportunity to integrate academic with expert and local knowledge, making the assessment more specific to the given circumstances. On the national and subnational scales, key stakeholders were generally experts from environmental ministries and agencies, statistical offices, meteorological services, universities, and the private sector. While local knowledge enhances context specificity, the involvement of climate risk managers at the institutional level increases the relevance of the results. Involving the latter has the potential to foster their sense of ownership, increase cross-office and cross-department communication, and improve the chances that assessment results are agreed upon and adaptation options built upon them. They are usually also key data providers (Kienberger et al. 2016; Lückerath et al. 2018a; Zebisch et al. 2021).

Nevertheless, when a diverse group discusses a complex impact chain and risk factors, there is potential for disagreements. The participants may differ in objectives and world-view: for example, participants from private companies might have opposing objectives from one another and from participants from the public sector. When we aim to move from linear and sectoral impact chains to complex webs of cause–effect relationships among risk factors, the accompanying discussions are expected to become substantially more challenging. This bears even more potential to reveal conflicting perspectives on the same system. However, considering cause–effect dynamics in the IC is a valuable opportunity to stimulate discussions (although they may not be easy) and shape or enhance everyone’s understanding of the dynamic dimension of risk. In the best case, this deepens the participants’ understanding of which IC parts they consider most relevant and locate effective entry points for adaptation measures. We, therefore, suggest keeping detailed documentation of the discussion process to limit the potential for conflicts and consider the discussion as a learning process and intermediate outcome in itself.

While some stakeholders will have experienced climate impact related problems already, others might not have. So, the individual risk perceptions might be skewed based on past experiences or a lack of past experiences. Thus, potential biases and insufficient experience/knowledge to clearly determine cause and effect relationships must be considered and compensated for.

To facilitate a fruitful discussion in which key drivers of risks and their interrelations are successfully identified, a focused assessment preparation (scoping) phase is required, where the subject is thoroughly explored and delineated. This functions as the basis of all further discussions to ensure that all involved parties understand the objectives and context. While objectives and context should be clearly delineated and communicated, we suggest placing less emphasis on concepts and frameworks (such as vulnerability, sensitivity etc.). While a common set of terms and definitions can be beneficial, it should be adjusted to the participants’ backgrounds so as not to overwhelm or confuse them. Adding conceptual terms to the IC after the IC elements have been determined and arranged may allow the participants to better understand sensitivities, critical states, and weak elements in the system and identify entry points for sustainable adaptation.

When discussing and documenting risk contribution factors and their interrelationships, illustrations of the system can quickly become crowded. Splitting the system into subcategories could reestablish clarity (Kabisch et al. 2014; Yokohata et al. 2019).

Opinions authors and experts vary on whether the risk should be discussed and assessed for one sector/affected community at a time or whether this makes results prone to misrepresentation. Previous IC applications suggest keeping the discussions in stakeholder workshops focused on one IC at a time. Each IC’s cross-sectoral interconnections in a larger context should be acknowledged in subsequent analysis steps.

b. Improving IC’s operational phase

Plenty of dynamics-focused CRVA have successfully managed to quantify and connect the risk components in executable models under different scenarios. However, data availability problems and the uncertainty about the future development of highly dynamic dimensions, such as vulnerability and exposure, prevail. Data availability problems affect geographic and indirect impact data in particular. This lack can, to some extent, be compensated for through the involvement of local experts and stakeholders who can provide insights into local processes and often have access to data that would otherwise not be accessible to the researchers. Therefore, possible constraints on the availability of local data and data-sharing policies should be anticipated, and the role of the stakeholders as possible data providers should be discussed early in the process. Other important data providers are international and national open access repositories, statistical yearbooks, and publicly available GIS systems for spatial data.

Furthermore, there are gaps in the availability of data on comparable, subnational, future projections of vulnerability and exposure factors. While projected data for future climate trends is widely available (e.g., Giorgi et al. 2009; Taylor et al. 2012), vulnerability and exposure dimensions might be as
dynamic, or even significantly more dynamic, than climate. For instance, the accumulation of assets and values in floodplains might increase the risk related to flood damage as much, or even more, than an increase in floods. In those cases, it must be evaluated whether a quantitative assessment would yield meaningful results or whether an exclusively expert-based assessment would be more appropriate. However, this challenge is widely acknowledged in the community and has led to the development of a range of socioeconomic scenarios, for example, the shared socioeconomic pathways (Nakicenovic et al. 2014; O’Neill et al. 2017, 2014).

Current approaches usually utilize IC as the backbone for static, linear representations of risk, primarily through compositive indicator approaches. System dynamics models and related approaches provide an opportunity to link the IC approach with system-based modeling. This is particularly useful for more in-depth and scientific assessments.

Moving the IC method from a static, indicator-based representation of risk toward a more system dynamics-oriented approach requires an even better understanding of the systemic relationships, more data, more time, even deeper integration of stakeholders, and clear communication of limitations and uncertainties. Quantifying cause–effect relationships and projecting future developments entails uncertainties, especially with limited possibilities to evaluate and validate results. Thus, uncertainties and confidence levels should be addressed in each assessment step.

However, moving from static risk models to dynamic quantifications and executable models that integrate feedback is a very promising approach, as risk, by nature, is a dynamic phenomenon, and a more precise representation of it will lead to more informed decisions that enable a sustainable adaptation policy.

5. Conclusions

Using the available literature, we reviewed and summarized the current state of the art of IC and similar CRVA methods. The IC method is already perceived as a helpful tool to understand and communicate risk processes and offers a range of opportunities for integrating more features that enable the integration of dynamic and causal structures. Innovative key features are its participatory nature, its integral position within CRVA, and the possibilities of incorporating systemic thinking. The combination of quantitative information and literature-based information with expert judgements and/or stakeholder participation is generally perceived as the best practice.

There are several reasons for the strong positive perception of stakeholder involvement in CRVA, such as the added context and place specificity they can offer, and the fact that their experience can significantly contribute to the validation of results. However, potential biases could impair the representativeness of the results and must be kept in mind and, if necessary, be compensated for. Involving stakeholders throughout the entire assessment process fosters their sense of ownership and confidence in the results, resulting in the increased likelihood of advice on adaptation options to be put into action. Through their consistent involvement in the scientific process, limitations, and uncertainties in the data and methods, but also strengths and certainties are made transparent, enabling them to understand the extent of the results’ meaning and significance. Engaging stakeholders to exploit synergies of knowledge, experience, and data will be the key to future improvements of assessment results, and their involvement is also critical to sparking tangible action in adaptation planning.

We find that linear, sectoral representations of risk factors in classical impact chains could be turned into cause–effect impact webs through already existing methods, such as causal loop diagrams. However, the cause–effect impact webs that ICs are supposed to depict are usually complex and not yet fully understood. Thus, it must be kept in mind that the IC do not necessarily represent reality but rather participants’ understanding of reality. Turning stakeholder- and expert-generated IC into quantifiable, executable models bears potential. However, it is highly underexplored and challenging because of the often limited system understanding and available data. Whether a data-driven assessment would yield useful information can therefore vary.

The conceptual framework on which the IC method is based is useful to make assessment results comparable. However, it is also bulky and sometimes challenging for users and stakeholders to understand and follow discussions that are too heavily laden with jargon. We found that, for example, the use of a standardized concept of risk, as proposed in the IPCC AR4 or AR5, is still not operationalized or acknowledged in every assessment. This means that different approaches and results are not necessarily comparable. This divergent development could also entail lacking synergies and misuse of resources.

Future developments should further work on integrating quantitative, semi-quantitative, qualitative, and narrative approaches to create a bigger picture of the risk system of interest. Moreover, a stronger link between IC development and the identification of adaptation options should be established. Building on that, discussions about different sustainable adaptation pathways could become an integral part of the participatory IC development process. In the effort to develop sustainable adaptation pathways, not only the challenge of overall sustainability can be addressed, but also a variety of different SDG targets given the multidimensional and multifaceted nature of the risk concept.
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APPENDIX

Detailed Overview of the Selection Decisions

Figure A1 reports the percentage of abstracts that matched each inclusion/exclusion criterion and relates to step 3a of Figs. 3 and 4.

---

## FIG. A1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion/Exclusion criteria</th>
<th>Has this criterion been met?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Climate change context</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamics and causal structures behind risk</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human-centered risk, vulnerability or impact assessment</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept or Review</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 3a: Included/Excluded on abstract**

![Bar chart showing the percentage of abstracts that matched each inclusion/exclusion criterion.](chart_url)

More than 75% of all abstracts could be linked to a climate change context. About 50% were focused on the dynamics and causal structures governing risk. Only less than one-half of them were human-centered risk, vulnerability, or impact assessments. *Human-centered* means that we excluded assessments that exclusively focused, e.g., on animal or plant populations. About 25% were excluded because they were purely conceptual or review papers.
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